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INTRODUCTION

 

Remember when a notebook was a pad of

paper, credit cards were processed using a

manual imprinter and a ‘smart’ phone was

a telephone with buttons? 

 

Today, over 1 billion smartphones have

been sold (twice as many as personal

computers) and a smartphone has more

processing capability than all of the

computers used to land a man on the

moon! In fact, the speed and pace of

change has never been faster.

 

It can seem overwhelming, but change at

this velocity provides great opportunity. In

the history of the human race, never have

we had so much access to information,

knowledge, customers, and new markets. It

is easier than ever to create a multi-billion

dollar business purely because we  can

reach millions of customers in an instant.

 

To achieve this level of success we need to

be able to predict the future and make it

work for us.  To do this, we must immerse

ourselves in the consumer's world (present

and future) and use the information to

radically improve what we deliver, or 

 create something new that delivers

significant, disruptive change.

 

We’ve outlined six key steps and some

actionable tips to help you to start

predicting the future and get innovating. 
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1. FOLLOW

Twitter and Instagram are useful tools for keeping up with trends. Find out what hashtags
are used that relate to your brand, product, service or competition and follow them to
monitor the conversation. Sites such as RiteTag, All Hashtag and Hashtagify list the top
performing hashtags for your chosen key words.
 
Monitoring tweets also provides the latest tech releases and gives you an idea of what
interests your followers and consumers. A sample of tech tweeters are @nwtls, @mtbarra
@TechRepublic and @Gizmodo, but also follow universities, local trade associations and
their international counterparts.
 
Monitoring tools Hootsuite, Brandwatch, Broadreader, Mention, Social Mention and Tazzup
monitor what is said about your business on social networks, news sites, forums and blogs
keeping you in the loop with customer feedback and insights. 
 
Read Google, Facebook and Amazon reviews of your competitors and those in similar
industries to assess what their customers are saying, how they are responding, what they
are doing right and where you can do better.
 
Google Alerts and RSS feeds are useful resources for trend analysis. The service sends
emails when it finds content on web pages, news sites, blogs or scientific research that
matches your chosen search terms. 
 
Subscribe to newsletters such as Trendwatching and Trend Hunter to receive regular trend-
driven innovations and key insights in your inbox. 

 

In order to stimulate ground-breaking ideas, you need to know what new technologies are
available, what is being researched academically and commercially, and what your
customers are doing and thinking.
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2. INVEST

 

Investing time or money in market research is essential in your quest to predict the future
and leapfrog the competition.
 
Whether you have in-house researchers, outsource a company to conduct future
forecasting or do it yourself, allocate time and budget to measure every aspect of your
competitors’ products (price, size, market claims, ingredients, materials etc.), but investigate
complementary industries too.
 
Look for macro, microsocietal and industry trends, not just those specific to your business.
Disruptive opportunities are identified when businesses use knowledge gained from future
forecasting to branch into unexpected areas and new markets.
 
Knowing what your competitors are not doing can be key to your success. Once you’ve
obtained a reasonable amount of data, look for the gaps (white spaces) in the market - the
unmet and unarticulated needs uncovered can create innovation opportunities for your
business. 
 
It’s here businesses often reap the greatest returns.
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represent opportunities 
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3. EMPATHISE

 

‘User-centric Innovation’ is about keeping the consumer in mind at all times. When
examining a trend, think about how it is impacting on those consumers.
 
What behaviours are changing?
What existing needs are being satisfied and what new needs are being created?
What needs are not being satisfied, and are they relevant?
 
Understanding and empathising with the consumer is essential to predicting what their
next movements will be. A brilliant example of this is LEGO®. After a period of limited
growth, LEGO® invested in deep ethnographic studies of how kids around the world
really play.
 
LEGO®’s CEO, Jørgen Vig Knudstorp said:
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"There’s the famous quote that if we
want to understand how animals live, we
don’t go to the zoo, we go to the jungle.”
 
The research found that girls roleplay
differently. With this specific target
audience in mind, the brand ‘LEGO®
Friends’ was developed.
 
If you’re a parent, this knowledge might
be obvious but by putting the user first,
LEGO® spotted a specific gap in their
market, increased profits and multiplied  
female users.
 
It goes to show that predicting the
future and benefiting from it, doesn’t
have to be complex.

When examining a

trend, think about how

it impacts your user.



4. ANALYSE

 

When the Kindle arrived, it was easy to imagine how it would impact book shops, but how
many people analysed the knock-on effects of industries such as paper mills? Over 100
paper mills closed in North America alone in the 10 years following Kindle's launch. The
paper mills that remained had to diversify and innovate.
 
The moral of the story: don’t just digest information. Analyse it, compare it and get creative.
Asking questions is a good way to draw out less obvious impacts and identify unintended
consequences.
 
How will autonomous vehicles impact car insurance companies? How will drones impact
tyre manufacturers? How will smartwatches impact the employee experience? More
important to the innovator is the question: 'How can I turn this into an opportunity?'
 
While it’s important to consider how a new market entry could negatively affect your
business, the key to success is in seeking new opportunities.
 
For example, the Kindle provided writers with an opportunity to disrupt the publishing
industry. It afforded them the ability to self-publish and provided painfree opportunities for
marketing, promotion and distribution.
 
Look for the opportunities a new trend or emerging theme could provide. Take drones as an
example, what opportunities can drones provide your business? What service can you
provide using drones? What would be better than drones? What user need are drones
meeting that could be met in other ways? 
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5. COLLABORATE

 

Talk to and network with complementary and polar industries to ascertain what they are
working on. Think about how your business could capitalise on these movements, or team
up with other companies or research institutions to enable both teams to create greater
impact and rewards.
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Attend conferences and sign up to webinars in other industries for key insights and contacts
that could put you ahead of your competitors.
 
Crowdfunding sites like Kickstarter, GuFundMe, Chuffed and Indiegogo are excellent tools
for finding new products, spotting trends and identifying potential collaborators.
 
You can crowdsource collaboration for everything from product development to coding. Try
websites RedesignMe (web design and packaging), Chaordix (business innovation) Ponoko
(product design and manufacture) or Quri (insights for retailers). 
 
Think outside the square, successful collaborations can boost your audience, accelerate
growth or even grow your revenue by reaching a new market segment. Examples of out-of-
the-box collaborations include Levis and Google, Spotify and Uber, NASA and LEGO®,
Apple and Mastercard.   
 

Future forecasting

is an outside-in

activity. Gather as

much external

information before

activating it

internally.



6. ACTION

 

Many people resist acting on predictions, because they fear that by the time they’re ready to
launch, the world will have moved on. 
 
In a fast-paced world, this can happen, but acting on a great idea is better than staying at the
starting line. If someone beats you to it, you have the luxury of watching how the market
responds and making improvements. This is much easier than trying to catch up to the pack.
 
Research without action is a waste. That’s why it’s key to have a robust innovation strategy
and process in place that allows you to take what you learn and act on it quickly. 
 
The phrase ‘paralysis by analysis’ was coined for a reason. Observe and learn, but be sure to
act and deliver!
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Disruptors are rarely

procrastinators or fence

sitters. They're doers!

Ideas without

action are just

pipe dreams. 

NAOMI SIMSON

CO-FOUNDER, BIG RED GROUP



WHAT NEXT?

 

These six tips will help you kick-start the future forecasting process.  At G2 Innovation, we
understand that if you’re running a business,leading an innovation team or overseeing an
organisation, finding time to commit, action and integrate these steps can be tricky. 
 
We take the burden out of trend and insight analysis. Our innovation coaches can help you
access the most up-to-date knowledge, data and trends and support you to turn these insights
into opportunities for disruptive innovation.  
 
Looking for more support? We run a range of innovation solutions from keynote addresses to
half or full-day workshops or year-long programs designed to encourage a sustainable culture
of innovation, develop your team's Design Thinking skills and hone the way you communicate. 
 
We can help you move innovation from your to-do list to an everyday activity so it becomes an
integral part of your business culture and you continue to reap the rewards.
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G2Aus

G2 Innovation Australia

G2 Australia

g2innovation_australia

We train

organisations to

turn insight into

action for a

competitive edge.
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